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ABSTRACT 
The distributional equation of a semi-classical functional allows an efficient study of other char- 
acterizations and properties of the semi-classical OPS/functionals. In[6] an extensive survey of this 
approach as been presented. A particular case of semi-classical OPS/functionals are the classical 
ones. For the distributional equation of a classical functional aregularity condition holds. We have 
give a family counterexamples to how that the regularity condition does not hold in general for 
semi-classical functionals [9]. Here we investigate he consequences of the failure of the regularity 
condition i  the quasi-orthogonality of the derivatives ofthe semi-classical OPS and, in general, the 
behaviour of the derivatives oforder k. This study leads us to another condition that holds for the 
distributional equation of classical functional, the coprimality condition. 
INTRODUCTION 
Semi-classical functionals and the corresponding orthogonal  po lynomial  se- 
quence, in short OPS, are a general izat ion f  classical funct ionals/OPS. J.A. 
Shohat [10] introduced this general izat ion looking at l inear funct ionals asso- 
ciated with weight funct ions atisfying a Pearson equat ion 
(1) Dw__ _ __~b - DO deg ~b > 0, deg ~b > 1. 
W (~ ~ - -  - -  
He proved that the related OPS, (Pn), satisfies the following differential-differ- 
ence equat ion 
¢DP,+I  = Z-,k=n-sX-'~n+degO ankPk, s = max{deg0 - 2, deg~b - 1}, 
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the so called structure relation. G. Szeg6 and S. Karlin proposed the problem to 
determine all the OPS that satisfy this structure relation [3]. E. Hendriksen and 
H. Van Rossum proved the more general statement: for the Shohat's func- 
tionals the sequence of derivatives of the corresponding OPS [2] constitutes a 
quasi-orthogonal family and they called them semi-classical OPS. Later on, 
P.Maroni gave the complete answer of the problem [5] with the help of the dis- 
tributional equation 
(2) D(~bu) = ~bu, deg~b > 0, deg~b > 1, 
that characterizes the semi-classical functionals, where ~b and ~ are the same 
polynomials of (1), and u is a linear functional. 
The distributional equation is a powerful tool but some questions arise in 
view of the classical case. Actually, the distributional equation read as differ- 
ence equation for the moments of the functional. The polynomial coefficients of 
such a classical case satisfy the following condition (regularity condition): 
(3) na2 + bl ~ 0, n > O, 
where: ~b(x)= a2x 2 + a lx+ ao, and ~b(x)--blx + bo. This has an important 
consequence in the difference equation of the moments: (na2+bl )Un+l  
+(na l+ bo)un + naoun_ 1 = 0, n > 0. The mentioned condition means that this 
equation is not anomalous and two consecutive moments yield the next mo- 
ment, i.e., 
nal + bo nao 
-- - -  Un - ~ - -  Un_l~ n>0.  (4) un + 1 na2 + b l na2 + b l - 
The deal with a singular difference quation is quite complicated. In the semi- 
classical case they are excluded if 
(5) nas+2+bs+l ~=0, n>_O, c~(x)=~-]~S+Zaix i, ~(x )= y]~S+lbi xi. 
In the classical case that is right: there does not exist a linear quasi-definite 
functional satisfying a singular distributional equation. 
The aforementioned difference quation for the classical functionals (4) 
yields another consequence: a unique non zero functional solves the equation if
the functional is normalized, i.e., u0 = 1. We can characterize the polynomials 
~b and ~b in such a way that the unique non zero functional satisfying the differ- 
ential/difference equation of polynomials 4~ and ~ is quasi-definite. The reg- 
ularity condition (3) is one condition, the other is the coprimality of 4~ and the 
polynomials ~+ n4¢, for n >_ 0, i.e. 
(6) gcd(~b,~+nDqT) =c ,  c¢0 ,  n>0.  
Both are necessary and sufficient conditions to determine the quasi-definite 
character of the non zero functional that satisfies the equation (2). 
A semi-classical functional u satisfies multiple distributional equations, and 
we can associate to each of them a non negative ntire number, the order of the 
equation. The set of all equations of u has a lattice structure related to the order 
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with an equation of minimum order of polynomials (~, ~). This minimum or- 
der is said to be the class of the functional u. The order of the equations i  re- 
lated in following way to the quasi-orthogonality: If D(~bx) = ~x is one of this 
equations of order s, then the sequence of derivatives of the corresponding OPS 
is quasi-orthogonal related to the functional 4~u and the quasi-orthogonality is 
also of order s. If the functional is regular, i.e., (5) holds for 4) and ~b, then the 
quasi-orthogonality s strict. Moreover, the sequence of second order deriva- 
tives is strict quasi-orthogonal of order 2s with respect to 4~2u, and so on. This is 
the background presented in Section 1. 
In Section 2 we study what happens with the strict quasi-orthogonality of the 
sequence of k-order derivatives related to ~bku if (5) does not hold for ~b and ~b. 
The result is that the sequence of the derivatives of order k can have at most k 
consecutive singularities in the strict quasi-orthogonality with ~bku. A parti- 
cular case is presented. These ~-modifications of u are the standard modifica- 
tions of the functional. The question is if all functionals with respect o which 
the sequence of derivatives of order k is quasi-orthogonal, say w, are standard 
modifications of u. In Section 3 we give nearly a complete answer to this ques- 
tion. The discussion of this result in Section 4 leads to the coprimality condi- 
tion (6). If this condition holds then we can assure that w is a polynomial 
modification of the standard modification of u with ~k: w = 7r~ku, ~r E P. 
Otherwise, a divisor of ~. plays the role of ~. We have not found such a semi- 
classical functional, but our assumption is that such a functional exists. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall give some basic definitions and propositions which will 
be useful for the rest of the paper. 
1.1. Orthogonal polynomials and quasi-definite functionals 
Let P be the linear space of polynomials with complex coefficients, and P* be its 
algebraic dual space, i.e., P* is the linear space of all linear applications 
u : P ~ C. Let (Bn), n > 0 be a sequence of polynomials, uch that degB, = n 
for all n > 0. Such a sequence is said to be a basis sequence of P. Since the 
elements of P* are linear functionals, it is possible to determine them from their 
actions on a given basis (Bn) of ~z. We shall use here, without loss of generality, 
the canonical basis (xn), n > 0 of P. In general, we shall represent the action of 
a functional over a polynomial by: (u, 7r), u E P*, 7r E P. Therefore a functional 
is completely determined by a sequence of complex numbers (u ,x")= u,, 
n _> 0, the so-called moments of the functional. 
We shall use the following definitions and theorems for an orthogonal poly- 
nomial sequence and the corresponding quasi-definite functional: 
Definition 1.1. Let (Pn) be a basis sequence of P. (Pn) is said to be an orthogonal 
polynomial sequence (OPS in short), in widespread sense, if and only if there exists 
a linear functional u E •* such that (u, PmPn) : kn6mn, kn ~ 0, n >_ O, where 6ran 
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is the Kronecker delta. (Pn) is said to be positive definite if and only if the coeffi- 
cients of P~, n > O, are real numbers and kn > O for all n >_ O. 
Definition 1.2. Let  u be  a linear functional. We say that u is a quasi-definite func- 
tional if and only if there exists a polynomial sequence (Pn), which is orthogonal 
with respect o u. We say that u is positive definite if and only if the corresponding 
OPS is positive definite. 
Remark 1.3. Given two polynomial sequences, (Pn) and (Rn), orthogonal with 
respect o the same linear functional u, then there exists c~ E C \ {0}, n >_ 0 such 
that Pn = cnRn, n > O. This means that, if we normalize the OPS in any way, then 
we have a unique polynomial sequence orthogonal with respect o a given func- 
tional In this paper we shall consider the monic polynomials. Moreover, if (P,) is 
orthogonal with respect o the functionals u and v, then there exists c c C \ {0}, 
such that vn = cu,, n >_ O, where v~ and un are the moments corresponding to the 
functionals v and u, respectively, l f we normalize the functionals, uo = 1, then we 
have a one-to-one correspondence b tween the monic OPS (P~) and the quasi-de- 
finite normalized functional uand we shall represent i (P~) -- mops u. 
Theorem 1.4. (Favard's Theorem) Let ( P~) be a monic polynomial basis sequence," 
then, (Pn) is a monic OPS if and only if there exist two sequences of complex 
numbers (dn)n>_O and (gn)n>_ l, gn ~ O, n >_ 1 such that (Pn) satisfies the following 
three-term recurrence relation, in short TTRR, 
xP.(x) = P.+~(x) +d.P.(x) +g°e._~(x), P_~(x) - O, 
(7) Po(x):- 1, n>_O. 
Moreover, (P~) is positive definite if and only if the coefficients of P~, n > O, are 
real numbers, (dn)~>_ o is also a sequence of real numbers and g~ > 0, n > 1. 
Corollary 1.5. Let (Pn) be a monic polynomial basis sequence; if (In) satisfies 
(7)," then for all n > O, Pn and Pn + 1 are coprime." gcd{Pn, Pn + 1 } = 1. 
ProoL Suppose a c C and 
ttrr  
Pn(a) = 0 = Pn+l(a) ~ gnPn-l(a) = og~°Pn- l (a )  
ttrr 
= 0. . .  ==~ glPo(a) = O, contradict ion. []  
Remark 1.6. We use the following definitions and notations related to the divisi- 
bility:for (~, ~b C P 
(gt~b - f5 and ~b are coprime ¢==~ gcd(~b, ~b) = c~ c E C \ {0}; ){for the negation. 
~bl(J - ~b divides ~ ¢==~ gcd(~b, ~b) = ~b; X for the negation. 
In the vector space P*, we define the following operators: the derivative of  a 
functional and the polynomial or 7r-modification of  a functional u, 7ru. 
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Definition 1.7. The functionals 7ru with 7r E ~, and Du act in the following way 
over all p E 
(8) (Tru, p) = (u , r .p ) ,  (Du, p> = -<u, Dp), 
where D is the derivative operator. 
1:2. The lattice of the distributional equations of a functional 
Here is the definition of semi-classical functional/OPS done by Maroni [6] 
Definition 1.8. Let u E ~* be a quasi-definite functional. We say that u and the 
corresponding OPS are semi-classical if and only if u satisfies the equation 
(9) D(~bx) : ~bx, deg ~b _> 0, deg ~b _> 1, 
where x is a functional variable and ~ and ~b polynomials. 
Remark 1.9. The classical functionals/OPS-Hermite, Laguerre, JacobL Bessel- 
can be characterized by the polynomials (b and ~b of the Definition 1.8: deg ~b < 2 
and deg ~b = 1. Moreover the classical OPS satisfies the Sturm-Liouville equation 
fby" + ~by' = Any, with An ~ O, n > O. In [4, 7], the classical functionals/OPS are 
studied starting from the distributional equation. 
The next definitions and propositions are related with the equation and are in- 
dependent of the quasi-definite character of the functional. 
Remark 1.10. The following functional equations are equivalent: D(~bx) 
= ~bx ~ ~bDx = ~x, with ~ = zb + D~ ¢:=> ~b = ~ - D~. Notice that (D(~bu), p) 
= - (u, ~bDp) = - (u, D(~p)  - pD~b). 
Definition 1.11. Let D(~bx) = ~bx, ~b, ~b E P, be an equation of a variable x E P*; 
we say that the order of the polynomial coefficients -and also the order of the 
equation with these coefficients- is: ord(~b, ~b) = max{deg ~b - 2, deg ~b - 1 }. 
Remark 1.12. We can also define the order of the equation ~bDx = ~x in the same 
way, ord(~b, ~) : max{deg ~b - 2, deg ~ - 1 }, and so ord(~b, ~b) : ord(~b, ~). 
Proposition 1.13. Let u E P*. Ifusatisfies D(~bx) = ~bx, ord(~b, ~b) = s, then u also 
satisfies D(Tr~b • x) = (rr~b + ~bDTr)x, VTr E P, ord(Tr~b, 7r~b + ~bDTr) = s + degTr. 
Prop. 1.10 
Proof. D(~bn) = ~u ¢=~ ~bDu = (~ + D~b)u ~ 7r~bDu = (Tr~p + 7rD~b)u 
Prop, 1.10 
¢==> D(TrOu) = (Ir~ + 7rD~b - D(Tr~b)) ¢=~ D(~rSu) = (Tr~ - ~bDTr)u. Con-  
cerning the order: deg ~b = s + 2 yields deg 7r~b = deg 7r + s + 2 and deg(Tr~b 
+ ~bDTr) < deg 7r + s + 1; and deg ~b < s + 2 yields deg 7r~b < deg 7r + s + 2 and 
deg(TrfJ + ~bDTr) = deg ~r + s + 1. In both cases the order of  the new equation is 
s + deg 7r. [] 
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Definition 1.14. Let u E P be a functional that satisfies a functional equation 
(1.8). We represent the set of all polynomial pairs corresponding toequations that 
u satisfies." 
P2 u =- {(49, ¢) E ~p2: D(49u) = ~,u}, 
and we say that P2 u is the set of all compatible polynomial pairs with u. We assume 
an equivalence r lation in ozzu so that (49, ~) ~ (c49, c~) , 'v'c E C \ {0} . We define 
in P2 u the partial order 
(49, ~,) --< (~', ~) ~ ~Tr E IP, deg 7r > 0, ~ = 7r49, ~ = 7r~b - 49DTr, 
N 
and we call the pair (49, ~ ) a descendant of(49, ~b ), or more precisely, the descendant 
via 7r," on the other hand (49, ~b) is an ancestor of(49, ~b). 
Theorem 1.15. 171 Let u E P, ' i f  ($1, ~bl), (492, ~32) E ~2 u then for 49 = gcd{491,492} 
there exists a ~ E P such that (49,~,b) E ~2u, ord(49,~b) < min{ord(491,~b]), 
ord(492, ¢2)}. 
Corollary 1.16. The lattice (P2u, -<) has a minimum element -the minimum pair 
compatible with u, (~, ~) -  and ord(~, ~.) < ord(49, ~b) for all ((9, ~) E P~, pro- 
vided that (49, ~) is not equivalent to (~, ~). All pairs belonging to P2 uare descen- 
dants of the minimum pair. 
Corollary 1.17. Let u E P* with (49, ¢) E P~, ord(49, ¢) = s, i.e., u satisfies the 
order s equation D(~bx) = ~bx, or equivalently, 49Dx = ~x, ~ : ~b - D49. Then u 
admits a lower order equation if and only if 
(a) 49 and ~ have common zeros, (9 ]( ~: (9 = 7-. 49~, ~ = 7- . ~,  497, ~,  7- E P, 
deg 7- > 0; 
(b) u satisfies the lower order equation 7-. 49~-Du = 7-. ~-u ~ 49~-Du = ~-u, or 
equivalently, D(49~-u) = (~.~ + D49~-)u. The order of the new equation is s - deg 7-. 
Definition 1.18. Let u E P* be a semi-classical functionaL" we define the class of 
u, cl u, as the order of the minimum pair of it 
Remark 1.19. All semi-classical functionals have associated an unique non nega- 
tive class number. A classical functional/OPS is a semi-classical functional/OPS 
of class O. 
The distributional equation of a functional leads us to the distributional equa- 
tion of certain polynomial modifications of it, the standard modifications 
mentioned in the introduction. 
Corollary 1.20. Let u E •* and (49, ~b) E P2 u, ord(49, ~b) = s; then v := 49u satisfies 
the order s equation of polynomials 4) and ~b + D49, i.e., (49, ~ + D49) E p2, 
2 ord(49, ~b + D49) = s. In general, for v (k) = 49ku we have (49, ~b + kD49) E Pvtk/, 
ord(49, ~b + kD49) = s. 
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Proof. From Proposit ion 1.13 with 7r = 4). It is straightforward to see that 
ord(4), ~b + D4) )= ord(4), ~). Analogously for v we obtain the equation for 
v (2) = qSv = ~b2u and so on. []  
1.3. Distributional equation and difference equation 
The distr ibutional  equat ion of  order s of  a normal ized functional can be 
interpreted as a s + 2 order l inear difference equation for the moments  
of  the functional u~= (u,x ~) depending f rom the initial moments  
Ul , - . - ,  Us [U-I = O, UO : 1]. 
X-" s+ 2 a.x/ Proposition 1.21. Let O,~bEP, if ord(4),~b)=s, i.e., 4)=z_, i=o , and 
~b = ~.+o 1bix i with as+2 ~ 0 or bs + 1 ~ O, then the distributional equation D(4)x) 
= ~bx and the difference equation: (nas+2 + bs+l)xn+s+l + (nas+l + bs)xn+s 
+. . .  +(nal + bo)xn + naoxn- l = O, n > O, x-i  = O, are equivalent, where Xn : 
= (x, x ~) denote the positions of the moments of a functional that satisfies the 
distributional equation D(4)x) = ~bx. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that (D(4)x),x ~) = (~bx, x~) ~ (x, nxn-14) 
+ x",~)= o. []  
Definition 1.22. We say that a polynomial pair (4), ~b), or the corresponding 
distributional equation D(4)x)= ~bx, of order s with ~ = ~-~S+gaixi and 
~b : ~s+l  bix i, as+2 ~ 0 or bs+l ~ O, has a no-singularity i f  there exists an 
no C ~ such that noas + 2 + bs + 1 : O. Otherwise the pair or the equation is said to 
be regular. 
Remark 1.23. Increasing the order of the distribitional equation multiplying their 
polynomials by 7r E P, degTr < no, (Proposition 1.13) the new equation has a 
(no -degTr)-singularity, and for deg 7r > no, the singularity disappears. 
Definition 1.24. We say that a functional is singular, or more precisely, that it has 
a no-singularity, ifand only if the minimum pair has a no-singularity. Otherwise we 
say that the functional is regular. 
Proposition 1.25. I f  4)(x) := a2x 2 + atx + a and ~b(x) := blx + bo are the poly- 
nomials of the equations of Theorem 1.9 of a classical functional/OPS, 
(Pn) = mops u, then (Qn), Qn = n-~DPn+l is the monic OPS of v = 4)u, 
i.e., (v, QnQm) = kn~nm, kn ~ 0, n > 0 and the regularity condit ion holds." na2 
+bl  ~0,  Vn>0.  
Proof. See the proof  of  Proposit ion 1.34 with s = 0. []  
Remark 1.26. In the classical case, the distributional~difference equation does not 
have any singularity: all the classical functionals are regular functionals. The dif- 
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ference quation corresponding tothe classical distributional equation of a classi- 
cal functional u, D((gx) : ~bx, with (9(x) = a2x 2 ÷ a lx  + ao, ~b(x) = blx÷ 
bo, bl ~ O, 
(10) (na2÷bl)Xn+2÷(nal Wbo)Xn+l ÷Xn:O,  X-1 :0 ,  
depends from the moment in position xo. l f  we normalize the functional, uo : 1, 
only the functionals uand O satisfy the equation D((9x) = ~bx and we can associate 
an unique non-zero functional to the polynomial pair ((9, ~b) of class O. Proposition 
1.20 says that v satisfies also the distributional equation of order 0 with (9 and 
~b ÷ D(9, ((9, ~b ÷ D(9) E p2.. the derivatives of a classical OPSare classical, andso 
on. 
Corollary 1.27. Let u E P* be a classical functional with ((9, ~b) E P2 u, ord((9, ~b) 
= O, and let (P~) = mops u and (Q(n k)) the monic sequence of k-order derivatives, 
Q(n k) : ~ Dkpn+k, • then (Q(k)) constitutes a classical OPS." (Q(n g)) : mops v (k), 
v (k) = (gru and ((9, ~b + kD(9) E P~/~/- 
This result can be obtained by successive derivation of the Sturm-Liouville 
equation, (9D2pn + ~bDP~ = A,P,, but this procedure is not applicable to semi- 
classical OPS/functionals. 
Proposition 1.28. Let u E P* be a classical functional with ((9,~b)E P2 u, 
ord((9, ~b) = O; then (9 and ~b + kD(9 are coprime for k > O, coprimality condition. 
deg ~ = 1 S - L eq. 
Proof. For k=0;  if ~bX(9 ~ ~b l (9~(9=~bq%qaE~,degqo>0 
An ~ 0 Corol. 1.5 
~b(~D2pn+DP~) =AnPn, n> 1 ~ ~b]en, n>_ 1 ~ (en) is not a OPS. 
Similarly for k > 0. [] 
Remark 1.29. The regularity and the coprimality conditions are both sufficient 
conditions for the quasi-definite character of the non-zero functional that satisfies 
the distributional equation. 
In this frame we need the following generalization of the orthogonality for the 
derivatives of a semi-classical OPS. 
Definition 1.30. Let (Rn) be a basis sequence of polynomials and v a functiona# 
we say that (Rn) is strictly quasi-orthogonal of order s > 0 with respect o the 
functional v if and only if 
(a) (v, RmRn) = O for all m, n > 0 such that In - ml > s and 
(b) (v, RmR~) ¢ O for all m, n >_ O such that In - ml = s. 
Remark 1.31. The definition of quasi-orthogonality [6], QO in short, of order s 
weakens the condition (b) of the strict QO. It requires only that there exists at least 
an index no such that (v, RnoRno+s) ~ O. We shah need in Section 2 a not so weak 
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Qo. We admit that the condition (b) of the strict QO does not hold for a finite 
number of indices. 
Definition 1.32. Let (R.) be a basis sequence of polynomials and v a funetiona# 
we say that (Rn) is strictly quasi-orthogonal of order s >_ 0 with respect o the 
functional v with singularities at ni, 1 < i < k, if and only if condition (a) holds, 
and for 
(b) (v, RmRn) ~ 0 for all m, n >_ 0 such that In - ml = s, and m, n ~ ni, 
1 < i < k, and (v, R,~R,i+s ) = O, 1 < i < k. This is said a ni-singularity in the 
strict QO. 
The following criterion is easy to check. 
Criterion 1.33. Let(R,)beabasissequenceofpolynomialsandvafunctiona#the 
QO conditions of order s with respect to v, Definition 1.30, are equivalent to these 
(a) ¢=~(v, xmRn) = O for all m, n > O such that In -mJ  > sand 
(b) ¢=~(u,x~Rn+~) : Oforalln > Oin thestrict QO, andforn ~ ni, 1 < i < k, 
in the strict QO with singularities, where Iv, xn, Rn, + ~) = 0, 1 < i < k. 
Proposition 1.34. Let u E P* be a semi-classical functional with a regular pair 
(q~, tb) E P~, ord(~b, ~) = s and let (e , )  = mops u; i f  (Qn) is the monic sequence 
of derivatives, Q, - 1 ~ DP, + 1, then (Q,) is strictly QO of order s with respect o 
the functional (gtt 
Proof. We use the criterion 
(~bu, xmQn) = n--~ (~bu, xmDPn+1) 
-- 1 (c~u,D(xmpn+l)-Pn+lDxm) - ~-4-i 
= ~ ((D(q~u), xmpn+ I)-k-(u, mxm-len+l)) 
= n--~i ((U, xm~)- Pn + I )+m(n, xm-lfb.Pn+,)). 
I f  o rd (~b,¢)=s ,  then degq~<s+2,_  ~b=~:+02a ix  i , .=  deg~b<s+l_  , ~b= 
--is+ 1 h ~ and (q~n, x ~ Q,) 0 for n m > s. Condit ion (a) holds. In the other i=0  u i~ ---~ - -  
hand, if m = n - s 
(4~u, x"-SQn) = ~ ((u, b~+ ~x "+ ~. P ,+, )  + (n - s)(u, a~+2x "+ 1Pn+l)) 
_ -1 ((n-s)as+2 +bs+2)(u, xn+lpn+l), 
- -  n+l  
and condit ion (b) holds if the functional is regular, i.e., (n -  S)as+2 + bs+2 
#0,  [] 
Remark 1.35. It is easy to generalize this proposition for (Q(n k)) strictly QO of 
order ks with respect o v (g) := ~bku, that satisfies the order s equation of poly- 
nomials ((~, ~ + kDq~). In Proposition 2.2 we study the case of singular pairs. 
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2. SINGULARITY AND QUASI-ORTHOGONALITY 
In [9] we have build a family of semi-classical functionals with singularities in 
no = 1,3, 5, . . . .  So our assumption is that there exist semi-classical functionals 
with n0-singularities, no > 0, for any class s > 0. The n0-singularity of  the dis- 
tr ibutional equation yields a no-singularity in the strictly QO of  the derivatives, 
see Remark 1.31. The corresponding distributional equation of the derivative 
functional has a (no - 1)-singularity, if no > 0. The second derivatives would 
have a (no - 1)-singularity in the strictly QO but also a failure in no corre- 
sponding to the n0-singularity in the strictly QO of  the first derivatives. 
Lemma 2.1. Let v E [P*, not necessary quasi-definite, with (~,~b)ETCh, 
ord(c~,~b) =s ,  and no-singular, let Rn E•  be a basis sequence, i.e., 
degRn=n,  n>O,  and (On) the sequence of  their rnonic derivatives, 
On = ~--!~DRn+ 1.
I f  (Rn) is strictly QO of  order r with respect o v with singularities in nl, . •., nk, 
then (On) is strictly QO o f  order r + s with respect o (by with singularities in no, 
and in n~ = ni - (s + 1) for  all n' i > 0, 0 < i < k. 
(On) is also strictly QO related to rr¢6, rc E P, degTr > 0, of  order r + s + degrr 
with singularities in no - degTr/fdegTr < no and in n' i' = ni - (s + 1 + degTr) for  
all nPi '>0 ,  0<i<k.  
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that (Rn) is a monic sequence: 
(¢v, xmO. )= l v ~-~-T (~ , xm • DRn+I) 
! (~bv, D(xmRn+l) -- Rn+IDx m) = n+l 
( l l )  -1 ( ) =n+l  (D(~bv)'xmRn+ l )+m((  9v'xm IRn+ 1) 
=n+|-I ((V, (xm~) Rn+l>+m(v ,  (xm- l (~)Rn+l ) )  
deg<m+s+ 1 deg<_m l+s+2 
Both terms vanish if n+ 1 - (m +s+ 1) > r ~ n -  m > r+s .  I fn -m = r +s  
and ~ = ~"S+2akxk , ~--,s+l i_ ..k Z..,k=0 ~ = 2--.,k=0 VkX, 
(¢v'XnO(r+s)+ n) = (r+s)+n+l-I ((¥, (xn~))R(r+s)+n+l} 
(12) + n(v, (xn-~¢)R(,+~)+n+~)) 
bs+l +nas+2 (V~ ,~s+n+ l rJ _~_ -- .& a(r+s)+n+l }. (r+s)+n+l 
(On) has a singularity with respect o 4)v as a consequence of 
(a) the n0-singularity of  (0, ~b) : noa~ + 2 + bs + t = 0 ~ (¢6v, x '~ O(r + sl + no) 
= 0; 
(b) the singularities of the strictly QO of (Rn) with respect to v, 
(v,x~iRr+ni) = 0, 0 < i < k, i fni  > (s+ 1): 
(Ov, xni-(s+l)Oni+r_l)= (ni-(s+l))as+2+b~+' (v, xn'Rr+ni) = O, 0 < i < k. (n,.+r) 
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The singularities appear for (~)V, XnOr+s+n)  in no, and n' i = ni - (s + 1) > 0, 
0<i<k.  
The pair (~b ~, 13~), $" = ~-~b and 13" = 7r13 + SDTr is a descendant pair from 
(~b, 13) of order s + deg zr which also belongs to p2, according to Proposition 
1.13. If deg 7r < no the descendant pair is singular in n~ = no - deg 7r. In this case 
(11) 
(~b'v, xmOn) =n--~l ((V, (xm13 ") Rn+l)+m(v,(xm-l~b~)Rn+,)). 
de8 <_ m + d©g_< m-  1 + 
+s+ I +deg~ +s+ 2 +deg~ 
Both terms vanish ifn - m > r + s + deg 7r. I fn  - m = r + s + deg 7r, (12) 
((~rV, xnO(r+s+degTr)+n) -- __ b,q-l+nast2 - -  (r+s+deg~r)+n+l (V'Xs+n+IRr+s+n+l)" 
vanishes for n~) and for n'i' = ni - (s + l ) - deg Tr > O , O<i<k.  [] 
We use the distributional equation, D(¢x) = 13x satisfied by a quasi-definite 
functional, u, to prove the QO of the derivatives of the OPS ofu related with the 
functional Cu. With the polynomial ¢, see Proposition 1.13, we build a dis- 
tributional equation for this functional Cu. So we can prove the QO of the sec- 
ond order derivatives with respect to ¢2u with the help of Lemma 2.1. We apply 
again the Proposition 1.13 to the equation of Cv and we obtain an equation sa- 
tisfied by ¢2v that proves the QO of the third order derivatives related to ¢3u, 
and so on. 
Theorem 2.2. Let u E P*, be a quasi-definite functional with (~,13) E p2Q, 
ord(~,13) = s, and let (Pn)= mops u with the k-order monic derivatives 
Q(n k) = ~-~T~kDkpn+k, k > 0; 
(a) If(¢,~b) does not have singularity, then ( Q(k)) is strictly QO of order ks with 
respect o Cku. 
(b) If(C, !3) has a singularity in no > 0 we have following cases depending from 
the indices 
, k l  =1+ . 
(a) I f k  <_ ko, then (Q(n k)) is strictly QO of order ks with respect o ~ku with 
k singularities in: 
mk j=no- - (k - -1 ) (s+2)+j ,  0<j<k-1 ;  
(3) I f  ko # kl and ko < k < kb then (Q(k)) is strictly QO of order ks with 
respect o $*u with no - (k - 1) (s + 1) singularities: 
mkj  : no - (k - 1)(s + 2) +j ,  (k - 1)(s + 2) - no < j  < k - 1; 
(7) I f  k > kl, then (Q(n k)) is strictly QO of order ks with respect o Cku 
without singularities. 
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Proof. The distributional equation, D(q~x) = ~px satisfied by a quasi-definite 
functional, u, prove the QO of the derivatives of the OPS of u related with the 
functional v/~) := ~bu. Proposition 1.31 allows to build an equation for vI~): 
D(4~u) = ~tl ==~ D(q~(4~u)) = (~: + Dq~)q~u 
(13) 
¢==> D(¢v/~/) = (:<,Iv/,/' ¢ / , /= ¢ + De, 
and so we can prove the QO of order s + s of the second order derivatives with 
the help of Lemma 2.1. We repeat this procedure with (13) and we obtain an 
equation satisfied by ¢2/:= 4~v<~/: 
D(q~v<'/) = ~,/vt'/==> D(q~(~bv<'/)) = (¢1') + D~b)q~¢,! 
D(~bv/21) = ~/2/vl2> ' ¢/2/= (~/,/+ DO) = (¢ + 2D4~). 
In this way we have a chain of functionals ek/ := 4~v/k 1> = ¢2v¢~-2~ . . . .  
= ~bk-lv<~/ = ~bku, so that (Q(~k)),k > 1, is QO of order ks related to v lk/. We 
use following notation, ~b lk) := ~b, ~p/k/:= ~ + kD¢~, each of these functionals 
2 satisfies the distributional equation with (q~t~/, ~tk~), i.e., (q~/~/, ~/~)) ~ ~,~k/. The 
generation of the singularities follows the schema 
(4~, ~) singular in no produces these singularities in the strictly QO of the sequence of derivatives of order 
\ 
(4, It/, ff,(~)) in no - (s + 2) = nLo ml.0 := no (Q~I) 
\ \ 
(¢(2),'¢,(21)inno-2(s+2)=n2.o rn2,0 := nl,o m2,t := no - (s + 1) (Q~n 21) 
\ \ \ 
m3,0 := n2.0 m3,l := m2,0 (s + 1) rn32 :=/?12,1 - -  (S + l) (Q~3)) 
(cblk t),~b(k I)) inno-- (k -  1)(s+2) 
\ 
mk,o :=no- (k - l ) ( s+2)  . . . . .  rnk,)=mk l,j i - - ( s+ l ) ,  O<j<k 1 (Q~k)) 
The possible singularities in the strictly QO of (Q(~)) with respect o v (~) have 
two different origins mko = no - -  (k  - 1)(s + 2) and mkj = mk-1 ,~-1  - -  ( s  + 1), 
1 <j  < k -  1,but 
mkj = mk-1 , j -  1 - -  (S -J¢- 1) . . . . .  mk-j,O - - j ( s  + 1) 
= no -- (k - j -  1)(s + 2) - j ( s  + 1). 
With this representation we can summarize both types of possible singularities: 
mkj  = no - (k - j  - 1)(s + 2) - j ( s  + 1), 0 _<j < k - 1. 
Moreover 
mkj = no -- (k - j  - 1)(s + 2) - j ( s  + 1) 
=no - (k - j ) ( s+2)  - ( j -  1)(s+ 1) + 1 -- mk,j_l + 1 
shows us that they are consecutive mkj  = mkO +j ,  0 < j < k - 1. Furthermore 
we have k singularities if and only if 
mk j >_ O ¢==~ mk,k  - I ~_ O ¢:=~ k < 1 + = ko ¢=~ (a), 
and do not exist singularities if and only if 
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mkj<Oc=:~mk,k_ 1 < 0¢=:~ k > 1 + n[s--~J-- kl ¢==~ (7). 
If k0 < k < kl then mkj > O ¢=~ mkO + j >_ O ¢:=~ j > --mko = --no + (k - l)(s + 2). 
The first subindex that produces a singularity corresponds to Jo = (k -  1)(s + 2) 
-no and they are singularities for mkj, j0 _<j < k - 1 (/3). The number of singula- 
rities i s (k -1 ) - j0=(k -1) - (k -1 ) (s+2)+no=no- (k -1 ) (s+ l ) .  [] 
Remark 2.3. We have used always the same polynomial ¢ to built the new equa- 
tions. We can also use multiples of this polynomial qo = 7r¢, 7r E P. In this case the 
resulting equation is an equation of higher order for v 
D(¢u) = ¢u ~ D(qoqm) = (qo¢ + CDqo)u 
(14) ¢=~ D(~o(¢u)) = (rg: + D:)(¢u) 
¢=~ D(qov) = ~v, ~ = 7r¢ + D~. 
We can obtain the second pair (~, ~) from the first, (¢, ¢ + De), multiplying the 
equation by 7r: 
7r(¢ + De) + CDTr re  + D(¢Tr) (14) 
no-(k-1)(~i +2) 
k=3 
~ -(~+2) 
no-(k-1)(fl+2) 
k=4 
~. -(~ -t-2) 
.m3o 77~31 
no-(~-1)(~+2) 
k=6 ~, -(~ +2) 
I 
n°-(k-ll(a+2lk=7 '~n60 mfl  m62 ~e3 ~64 mfs 
1 -(~+2) 
~7o m71 m72 7~73 m74 m75 m:76 
i i i i i i i I 
-7  -6  -5  -4  -3  -2 -1 1 
no-(k-1)(~ +2) 
k~5 
i -(~ +2)  
l 
bso ~51 m~2 &~3 m54 
I I I I 
3 4 s 6 
".Zn40 7n41 7~42 ~43 
no 
no-(k-D(~ +2) 
k=2 nlo 
~ -(a +2) 
~20 m21 
m~ 
I I I 
8 9 10 11 12 
the s ingul~i ty  of 
(Q~) with v 
the 6 ingul~it ies  of the s ingu l~ i t i~  of 
(Q(5)) wlth v(5) (Q(3)) with v(s) 
Y 
the singularity of the 8iDgul~it ies of the s ingu lar i t i~  of 
(Q~6)) with v(8) (Q(n 4) ) with v(4) (Q(n 2) ) with v(2) 
Figure I. The singularities of the k-order derivatives of a singular semi-classical functional of 
class I with a singularity in no = I l related to the standard modifications with the minimal poly- 
nomial, 
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The secondpart of Lemma 2.1 shows that the singularities of the QO, if there exist, 
follows the same schema as for (9 adding - degTr to ko and kl, i.e., they are dis- 
placed deg 7r units to the left. 
Remark 2.4. In order to find the lowest order of quasi-orthogonality of the k-order 
derivatives ( Q(k)) and the corresponding functional, we can take the minimum or- 
der equation of  u with the pair ( ~ , ~. ) and built the new equations with the poly- 
nomial ~.. Proceeding in this way the minimum order of QO of (Q(n k)) is 
ks, s = ord(~, ~), related to the functional ~ku. Applying this procedure starting 
with an equation of n of polynomials ((9, ~b), such that they are descendants of 
(~, ~,), i.e., (9 = 7r~, ~ = 7r~ + ~.DTr, and modifying it with polynomials in the 
form 7r(9, deg 7r > 0, last we obtain an equation for a functional that is a poly- 
nomial modification of ~ku All functionals obtained in this way are polynomial 
modifications of it. Proposition 2.2 says that the QO of the k-order derivatives are 
strictly with respect o these functionals if u is regular, and that can appear a finite 
number of consecutive singularities if  the functional u is singular, see Remark 2.3. 
Figure 1 shows the behaviour of the QO of the derivatives of the quasi-definite 
functional w, that satisfies the equation D(x3x) = (-1 lx2+ 4)x (see [9], Pro- 
position 2.7). This equation does not admit a lower order equation, 
see Corollary 1.17. Thus, the pair (x 3, - l l x  2 + 4) is the minimum pair. The 
functional/OPS is of class 1, s = 1 with a singularity in no = 11. With respect to 
the modified functionals x3kw, the k-order derivative sequences are strictly QO 
with singularity in 11 for k = 1, in 8 and 9 for k = 2, and so on. 
3. QUASI-ORTHOGONALITY OF THE k-ORDER DERIVATIVES 
The next question that arises is about the functionals with respect o which the 
k-order derivatives of an OPS are quasi-orthogonal, say w. We shall present the 
problem in three steps: 
(i) w is a polynomial modification of u : w = 7ru. 
(ii) 7r can be decomposed in a product o fk  polynomials: a-= (9~... (91. 
(iii) These polynomials are multiples of the minimum polynomial ~, i.e., 
(9i = Pi~, Pi E ~, i = 1, . . . ,  k. 
Step (iii) is still open. Our assumption is that this is not necessarily so. A con- 
sequence of this assumption is that the coprime condition does not hold for 
semi-classical functional/OPS. 
We answer question (i) for an OPS. First, we give the QO criterion for an 
OPS. 
Criterion 3.1. Let (Pn) be an OPS andw a functional. The QO conditions of order 
s for (Pn) with respect o w, see Criterion 1.33, are equivalent to the following: 
(a) (w,x"Pn)=O if n-m>s ¢=~ (w,P~)=O if n>s,  
(b) (w,x"P,,+s)¢O if n_>O ¢=~ (w, Ps)¢O.  
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Proof. From the TTRR we get 
xmpn = xm-l(xP,)  = xm-l(pn+l + bnPn + gnPn-1) 
= xm-Z(xPn+l + dnxPn +g.xPn-1) . . . .  
• "~n-t-m n 
=2. . , i=n_mani l~ i ,  anm- -m=gngn_ l . . .gn_rn+l  #0,  n>m>O.  
But (w, x"P . )  "+"  = ~i=n_mani(w, Pi), an,.-m # O, yields 
(w, Pn)=0,  n>s~(w,  xmpn)=O, n -m>s;  
(w,P,) =0,  n>s and (w, Ps) #0==~(w,~P,+, )  =an+s,n(w, Ps) #0,  n>O. 
The converse result is straightforward. [] 
Remark 3.2. The QO of an OPS is always trict. 
Proposition 3.3. [6] Let u 6 P* be quasi-definite, (Pn) the corresponding monie 
OPS, and w another functional; then (w, P,) = O for n > s ¢=~ 3~b E P, deg ~b _< s 
such that w = ~ Moreover, (w, Ps) # 0 ¢=~ deg tp = s. 
Now we answer the questions (i) and (ii) for the derivatives of an OPS. 
Lemma 3.4. Let u E P* be a quasi-definite functional and (In) the corresponding 
monic OPS. 
g')(J) 1 O / 'p  0 < i < b t/*o. /')(J) K-~2(k-j) j k  ~o(k) . If ~n = (n+l), n+j ,  _ j  _ ~., +' ,~ '+ ~:~n ~ Z..,i=O Otnn_ i~n_ i ,  where  
, - - . - , ,  ,k • , 
= 0 if i > n and ~Jn,~- i are polynomials ofdeg aJ~k~- j < min{i, 2(k - j) - i}. 
Proof. We apply the k-derivative to the TTRR: 
Dk(xPm)  = Dkpm+l  +dmDkpm -t- gmDkpm-1, k < m + 1. 
From the Leibniz rule Dk(xPm) = xDkpm + kD k- 1Pro, and thus we can re- 
present D k - l Pm as a polynomial combination of I~Pm + 1, I)kPm and Dkpm_ 1: 
kDk-lPm = Dkpm+l + (d,, - x)Dkpm + gmDkpm_l. 
For the monic k-derivatives, if n = m - k + 1, we get 
Concerning the degrees of the polynomial coefficients, with the notation of this 
Lemma, we get dega,~,~-1,k= 0, oega, , ,_  1 = 1, dega., ,_  2 = 0. In the same 
way we have 
k-2 ,k - lQ(k - l )  .~ k -2 ,k - l t . ) (k - l )  ,~k-2 ,k - l [ ) (k -1 )  
Q(k  - 2) = Cenn an,n - 1 ~n - 1 q- ~'n,n-2 ~n - 2 " 
Substituting the (k - 1)-derivatives through the k-derivatives 
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Q(k- 2) k - 2 k ,-~(k) ak  - 2,k to (k )  k - 2,k to (k )  _ k - 2,k ,,,.(k) 
= Otnn ' ~n  -~- n,n - 1 ~n - 1 -~- OLn,n - 2 ~n - 2 -t- Otn, n _ 3 ~n - 3 
k - 2,k n (k )  
-+- ~n,n -4  ~n-4~ 
and k -2k  k -2 ,k  . k -2 ,k  k -2 ,k  . k -2 ,k  degan, n , 0 _ _ <2.  @n,n - 4 ~ oeg OLn, n _ 1 < 1 > = -~- Otn,n - 3,  ueg OLn, n _ 2 - -  
tinuing in this way we obtain the lemma. [] 
Con- 
Proposition 3.5. Let u E P* be quasi-definite, (Pn) the corresponding monic 
OPS, and (Q(J)) the monic sequence of  j -order derivatives of  (Pn), i.e.. 
Q(J) = , l----~-~l. DJPn+ ,," i f  (Q(n k)) is Qo  o f  order s with respect o w E P*, then (Q(Y)) 
[n-t- t)i , g , 
is QO of  order s (~), 0 < s (~) < s + 2(k - j )  related to w for  0 < j <__ lc 
Proof. We study the QO of (Q(n j)) with the help of the QO of (Q(n k)) with respect 
to w: 
(w ,  xmQ~j ) )  = (W, XmE2(=ko J  ) j , k  iQ~k)_ i )  ~--_ E~(ko J )  (w  xmo/n ,  k n_ i  Q(k )  i ) ,  Oln, n - = • 
We have following bounds for the degrees: 
jk  degc~n'~_i<i, 0<i<k- j ,  
deg a/n~_ i <_ 2(k - j )  - i, k - j  _< i <_ 2(k - j ) ,  
jk  
The terms (w, Xman'n_ i" Q~k) i/vanish 
(a) 0<i<k- j ,  i fn -m>s+2i  / 
(b) k - j< i<2(k - j ) ,  i fn -m>s+2(k - j ) ,n -m>s+2(k - J ) "  
On the other hand (Q(f), 0 < j  < k, are basis sequences of P. Thus, (w, Q(f) 
= 0, n > 0 yields w = 0. This is not true and there exists an index so > 0 so that 
(w, Q~J)) # O. Thus 0 < So <_ s (j). [] 
Remark 3.6. Our purpose is to build a chain of  polynomial modifications f rom u to 
w such that 
~1 ~2 ~03 ~gk - l ~k 
Ill ~ Wl  ~ W2 ) . . .  )Wk-1  > W 
(P,) (Qn) (Q(n 2)) (Q(1-1)) (Q(k)) 
We search for  a polynomial ~ that transforms u in w. w = ~ptt and that can be fac- 
torized, (9 = qOk . . . qaEqOl, in such a way that ( Q(J)) is QO related to wj = ~j . . . ~pltt 
Proposition 3.5 says that all (Q(i)), 0 <_ i <_j, is also QO related to wj. A con- 
sequence of  this proposition is that we have a trivial factorization q3 = 1 • . . .  • 1 • 0 
with a unique modified functional o f  u : wj = w, 1 <_ j <_ k - 1. To avoid it, we 
shall build a distributional equation for  each functional in the chain. Our goal is to 
f ind a decomposition similar to c~ktt 
Corollary 3.7. With the conditions of  the aforementioned proposition: 
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(a) (In) is QO of order sj, 0 <_ sj <_ s + 2k - j  related to D/w, 0 <_ j <_ k; 
(b) there exist ~bj E P, 0<deg~j  <_ s+ 2k - j such that DJw = cbju, 
O <_j <_ k -1 ;  
(c) there exist k different distibutional equations for u of pairs (~bj-l, ~bj), 
1 <_j <_ k of order: ord(~bj_ 1, ~bj) _< s + 2k - j  - 1. 
Proof. Transposing derivatives from P to P*: 
(w, Q(J)) = 0, n > s+ 2(k -j) ¢==> ~ (DJw, Pn+j) = 0, n > s + 2(k -j), 
and thus the order of strictly QO must be s: < s + 2(k -j) + j  = s + 2k -j. 
From Proposition 3.3 
3 (~j E P, DJw : ~bju, degf~j<s+2k- j .  
On the other hand deg ~bj > 0, 0 < j < k : deg ~bj < 0 ==~ wj = 0. 
We can built k different distributional equations for u: 
DJw = ~bju ~ D(DJ- lw) = ~bju ¢=~ D(q~j-lU) --- ~ju, 1 _<j _< k, 
oforder: ord(~bj_l,~bj) = max{deg~bj_l -2 ,deg~bj -  1} <_s+2k- j -  1. [] 
Dw D2w .. .  Dk-2w Dk- lw  Okw W 
S 
s+2 
s+4 
" ' .2  
(QtZ)) s + 2k -  4 
(Qn) s+2k-a  
s + 
(Q(k)) 
( ") s+l  
s+3 s+2 
s+2k-  5 s+2k-  6 
s+2k-  3 s+2k-4  
s+2k-1  s+2k-2  
ooo  
... s+k-2  
... s+k  
... s+k+2 
s+k- I  
s+k+l  s+k 
Table 1. The w-column is the consequence of the Proposition 3.5 and the diagonals tarting from 
this column and ending on the Pn-row are consequences of Corollary 3.7. The table shows the upper 
bounds of the order of QO. 
We need two different kind of arguments for the construction of the chain 
for k= 2 and k= 3. We shall apply Theorem 1.15. Notice that if ~3i,i+1 
= gcd(Oi, Oi+ 1 ), then there exist polynomials ri and ai+ 1 such that ~bt = "ri~i,i+ 1
and ~i+1 = o'i+l~i,i+l. The most important remark is that r/ and ai+l are 
coprime, ritai+ 1, in this case gcd(ri, ~i+ 1) = 1. 
• For k = 2 we have two equations: 
w = ~0u, deg~0 ~ s+4} 
Dw = 01u, deg~l <s+3 
D2w = t~2u, deg ~b2 _ s + 2 
D(O0u) = ~0u, !b0 := t~l } ord(~bo, ~:0) _< s + 3 - 0 } D(Olu) =~blU, ¢1 ::t~2 ord(Ol,~bl) <s+3-1  
These equations prove the QO of (Qn) related to ~u(=w) ,  and to 
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¢lu (= Dw). The first case is the trivial case, Remark 3.6, and in the second, it 
is not sure that there exists a polynomial modification from Dw to w, for ex- 
ample, if deg ¢0 > deg ¢1 -this is the case when the values of Table 1 are the 
order of QO-.  We must follow another way. For ¢01 := gcd(¢o, ¢1) exists a 
polynomial ¢01 such that (¢01, ¢01) E p2, according to Theorem 1.15. On the 
other hand ¢0 = 7-0~1, ¢1 = o'1¢Ol with 7"0 ~ 0-1. We have a lattice of poly- 
nomial pairs and the corresponding lattice of polynomial modifications of u. 
(6ol, ¢ol) 
(¢o, ¢o) (¢1, 
[ - w 
# -  
U 
/ 
V 
We define v := ¢olu; (¢01, ¢01) E P2 a yields that (Qn) are QO with respect o v 
of order s, s = ord(¢01, ¢01), Proposition 1.34. 
• For k = 3 suppose that (Q(n 3)) is QO with respect o the functional ~:  
D~w = ¢lu, 
D2~v = ¢211, 
D3m ' ---- ¢3u, 
deg¢o <_ s+6} f 
D(~ou) = ¢ou, ~o := ~1 ord(~o, ¢o) < s + 4 
degozdeg¢l-<s+5 }_<s+4 ~ D(¢Iu) ~blu, % := ~b2 ord(¢l ,  2~1) ~ S + 4 - 1 
~D(¢EU) ~b2u, ~b2 :=¢3 L ord(¢E,~b2) _<s+4-2  
deg ¢3 _< s + 3 J 
Applying the Theorem 1.15 
¢01 = gcd(¢o, ¢1) ~ 3¢01 E P, (¢01, ~bOl) E P2 u, 
37-0tal EP ,  7-0¢01 =¢0 and 0-1¢01 =¢1; 
¢12 = gcd(¢l, ¢2) ~ 3¢12 E P, (¢12, •12) E ~2u, 
37"1 ~ 0"2 E P, T1¢12 = ¢1 and  0-2¢12 = ¢2. 
Applying the same theorem to the new equations 
0o12 = gcd(¢ol, 012) ~ 3'//;012 E P, (¢012,'/,/)012) E P2u, 
3T01 t O'12 E P, T01¢012 = ¢01 and 0-120012 z ¢12. 
We define v := ¢012 U, W := T01V, thus ~w = ToW. The QO of (Qn) related to v is 
obvious from the equation D(¢01211) = ~b012 n. TO prove the QO of (Q(2)) re- 
lated with w, we built a distributional equation for v in following way: 
~¢ ~ TOT01V ~ Dw = O'IT01V ~ D2~W = 0-20-12v~ 
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(¢012, ¢012) 
(~b01, ~)01) (~12, ~12) 
(~'o, ~o) (~,  ~oa) (e2, e2) 
I - I l - ] 
U 
7 
v 
W W1 
w¢ "~(~)"+ Dw¢ ""+(~" D2~w 
yields two distributional equations for v: 
D(rorolv) = 0"1rolv, D(0"1rolV) : 0"20"12 v. 
On the other hand 
7-0 ~ 0-1 ==~ 7-ol = gcd(Torol, O'17"01) 
up to a non zero constant factor, and there exists a polynomial c.0~ so that v 
satisfies the equation D(r0tv) = q01v (Theorem 1.15). 
Now we give the generalization for arbitrary k. 
Theorem 3.8. Let u E P* be quasi-definite, (Pn) the corresponding monic 
OPS, and (Q(j)) the monic sequence of j-order derivatives of (Pn), i.e.." 
I f  (O(k)) is OO of  order s > 0 with respect to w c P*, then there exist 
~j E P, 1 < i < k - 1 such that (Q(j)) is QO with respect o wj, 0 <_j <__ k where 
wj := ~jwj_ i , Wo=U. 
Moreover, for each ~j there exists a polynomial 4" such that (~j, 9) E p2 wj. 
Proof. We consider the k equations of pairs (~ ,  ~b0), (~bl, ~bl),..., (~bk- l, ~bk- 1) 
with ~i := ~bi+l from Corollary 3.7. In this order we apply Theorem 1.15 to two 
consecutive pairs and we obtain a first level of new pairs of p2 
¢i,i+1 :=gcd(~bi,~bi+l), 3~bi, i+l eP"  (~)i,i+l,¢i,i+l) E ~:D2, 
0<i<k-1 .  
There exist polynomials ~ and 0-i+1, r i t  0-i+l, without common zeros that for 
0 < i < k - 1 satisfy 
Ti•i,i+l : ~)i, 0-i+l~)i,i+l : ~i+1'  
We apply the same theorem to the resulting k -1  pairs (Oi,i+l,~)i,i+l), 
0 < i < k - 2 and we obtain a second level. For 0 < i < k - 2 
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gcd(¢i,i+ 1, ¢i+ 1,i+ 2) = ¢i,i+ 1,i+2 -- gcd(¢i, 0i+1, ¢i+2), 
~3i,i  +1,i + 2 : ( ~)i,i + l,i + 2, ~3i,i + l,i + 2 ) E p2,  
~Ti, i+l,  0"i+1,i+2 E ~ :Ti , i+l ~ 0"i+1,i+2 
Ti,i+l(Di,i÷l,iq-2 -i- ~)i,i+l and oi+l , i÷2~)i , i÷l , i÷2 -~- t~i÷ 1,i+2 
¢0,...,k-1 
°.''" 
¢0,..3 Ck-z-1,...,k-~ 
¢0,...,1-1 ¢1,...,1 ¢k-1-2, .,k-1 
. '  .'. 
¢0123 ¢l-4,...,l-1 ¢1-3,...,l Ck-4,...,k-1 
¢012 ¢123 ¢1-3,1-2,l-1 ¢l-2,1-1,l Ck-3,k-2,k-1 
¢01 ¢12 ¢23 ¢1--2,1--1 ¢l- l , l  Ck-2,k-1 
(¢0, •0) (¢1, ¢1) (¢2, ~b2) (¢3, ¢3) (¢I-1, ¢ / -1)  (¢/, ~b/) (¢k_l ,  ~,bk_l) 
L.--_= I I __-- I I = .  .I l . . . . .  L_____._._I L___ . . . .  I ---- Ck 
Figure 2. The first polynomials of the pairs lattice of Pz u. 
and so on. To obtain the k - l pairs of  the I level, for 0 < i < k - 1 - 1 
(15) 
gcd(~bi,...,i +t - 1, ~bi + 1,...,i + l) ~- t~i,... ,i+ l = gcd(¢ i , . . . ,  Ct), 
3¢i,...,i+l : (~i,...,~÷, ¢~,..,~+~) ~ P2u, 
3Ti,. . . , i+l-1, O'i+l,...,i+l E P : 'ri,..., i+l-i t o'i+l,...,i+l 
Ti,..., i+l_l~bi,..., i+l_l,i+l ~- (bi,...,i+l_ 1 and 
O'i + l,...,i + l~)i,i + l,...,i + l -~- (gi + l,...,i + l. 
This way ends with a unique pair in the k -  1 level. Not ice that Ok is not in- 
volved in this procedure, 
gcd(~0,. . . ,k-2,  t~l,...,k - l )  = t~0,...,k - l = god(Co , .  • • ,  ~bk - 1 ), 
~¢0,...,-1 : (~0,...,k-l,¢0,...,k-l) e p2, 
~T0,...,k-2, O'l,...,k-1 E ~ : TO,. . . ,k-2~O' l , . . ,k- l ,  
TO,...,k-2~)O,...,k-I = ~0,...,k-2, O'l,...,k-lt~0,...,k-1 = ~bl,...,k- 1. 
Figure 2 shows the result of  this procedure. In the next, we simplify the nota- 
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tion of the indices and we conserve from the consecutive indices only the first 
and the last index: $i,i+l := (bi, . . . , i+l, ~'i,i+l := ~i,. . . , i+t,  a i , i+t  := ai , . . . , i+l .  
Applying (15), we obtain 
(16) 
~i  = O'i~)i - 1,i = 0"i¢7i - 1 , i~ i  - 2,i - 1,i = O'iO'i - 1,i . • • 0"1 ,i~)O,i 
= O' iO ' i -  l , i ' . "  O' l , iTO, i~O, i+ 1 = a i~T i -  1 , i . . .  O'I , iTO,iTO,i+ 1 . ' .  TO i l -  1 q~O,l, 0 <~ i < 1. 
We have climbed to the left from Oi to Ooi and then to the right to O0t. We 
shall need in the next this factorization (16), Oi = ~olOO0,t, 0 < i < 1, where 
d)o,i = gcd(Oo, ~1,. •., ~bl) and ~o~ l) = a ia i -  1 , i . . .  al , i ' ro,  iTo,i+ l . . . TO, l -  t. 
U 
,o,u = ')_ 
'.. 
w< L 
(2) (2/ u,( ) w( 21 ,,(2) \ 
q~ltl (~2U 03 u OIZlU ~)lU *k_lU ~t l  
Figure 3. The corresponding functional lattice of polynomial modifications ofu. 
We have build a lattice of polynomial pairs ofu (Figure 2). Now we consider the 
modifications of u with the first polynomial of these pairs (Figure 3): 
(17) wl O=~bi,tu, O<l<k-1 ,  1 < i<k- l - l .  
We select he chain offunctionals between u and w, i.e., w~ t) , 1 < 1 < k - 1. The 
order of the levels is the inverse of the order of the functionals in Theorem 3.8, 
and also in Remark 3.6, wj = w(0 k-j). 
Now we present he core of the proof. We shall built a distributional 
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equation for each functional w~ t) = wj, 1 < l < k - 1, j = k - 1, including 
u (= w~ k) --- w0) of  pairs (~j + 1,9 + x) with the first polynomial  ~oj + 1 such that 
~j+ lWj = wj+ l, 0 _< j < k - 1 and wk = w. In this way we can apply the Lemma 
2.1 and prove for 0 < j < k - 1 the QO of the derivatives (Q,q+ 1)) with respect 
to wj+l. For the k -1  level it is immediate. We have the pair 
(4)0k_t ,~b0k_l )EP 2 and the 4)0,k_l-modification of u leads to wl: 
.~ ' _(17).' (k -  1) 
~0,k -  lU ~ w 0 -~- W1. 
For all other levels 1 < l < k - 2 we select the pairs (4)i, 4)i+1), 0 < i < l - 1 
belonging to the base level of  the lattice of P2 u. We transform it in pairs belong- 
ing to p2j in following way 
4)in (16): ~I1 ) 4)0i n (17)=. "t-'i~(l)w(I),,o, 0 < i < l. 
Thus, for 0 < i < l - 1, corresponding to the thick lines of  Figure 2, 
D(4)iu) 4)i+,u ¢=~ D((p}')w~ ')) -(/) lw~/>. = = ~i+ 
We have the pairs (~/,~/+1), 0 < i < l -  1, of the lattice of p2j. We apply 
Theorem 1.15 to these 1 equations of w~ t) = wj, j = k - l. To determine the 
gcd(~l),  . ' '  , ~I 1)- 1), we take into account hat 
(16) "cd '  (t) (1) , .  ) 
gcd(4)o, . . . ,4) , - , )  = ~ t.~p o "'"qOl-1)qaO'l ~ ===* gcd(qo~ 1), • • • ,qoll),) = ~'o,1- 1. 
(15> 
gcd(4)0, ,4)t- 1) = 4)0,l - 1 = ~'0,1 - 14)0,l 
There exists a polynomial  ~0,1-1 such that (~-0,1-1, ~0,1-1) E Pwj. On the other 
hand, the corresponding modif ication leads to the following functional in the 
chain 
~l - (1 - 1) 
TO,l-lWj = TO,I-IW ) = TO,l-14)o,lU-----4)O,l-lll= wo ~---Wj+l, 
thus~pj+l =T0, /_ landgj+l  =g0,t-l. []  
This is our best approximation to question (iii). We have build a chain as 
in Remark 3.6 with the polynomials ~j and for each of these polynomials we 
have a distributional equation that satisfies the corresponding functional, 
D(~@wj_l) = gjwj-1. In (iii), the aim is to prove that the polynomials ~; are 
multiples of  the min imum polynomial  of  the lattice of  n. In this case every 
functional w, such that the k-order derivatives are quasi-orthogonal with re- 
spect to it, is a polynomial  modif ication of {Xu: w --- 7r~ku. Thus, the schema of 
singularities is the described in Theorem 2.2 adding - deg 7r to k0 and kl. 
4. CONCLUDING RESULTS 
We must study the minimal pairs of  the lattices of the standard modifications of 
n to see the conditions for which (iii) holds. For the next discussion we need the 
following 
Proposition 4.1. Let v c P* be a functional not necessary quasi-definite satisfying 
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a distributional equation of minimal pair (~,~,), let w := ~v so that 
(4, ~ + D~) ~ p2, see Corollary 1.20. I f  this equation admits a lower order 
equation, i.e., gcd(~, ~,) = % deg~- > 0, then the order of the minimal pair of  the 
lattice ~2 is less than the order of  the minimal pair o f~ 2. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ = "r~, ~ = rq qa, ~ E [P. 
D(~x) = (~, + D~)x (~ #Dx = ~x ~ vpDx = "rex 
, (1.10) 
:=~ ~pDx = ~x ¢=~ D(~ox) = (~ + D~)x. 
To prove (*) we consider the descendant of (~,, ~) E Pv 2 via qo 
We can obtain a new equation for w based on ~,  = ~7-~ = ~ 
w:=~v 2 
(~ ,  ~,  + ~D~) = (~,  ~,¢ + ~D~o) E p,2 -., (~, ~ + D~) E P,,. 
Obviously, we can obtain(~,~,) from (~o,g+D~o) via 7-, and ord(~,~,) 
=ord(~o,Q+degT-.  For the minimum pair of p2, we get ord(~,~)  
_< ord(~o,g) < ord(~,~,). [] 
Remark 4.2. In these cases, the compatibility of  q~u with the new equation of re- 
duced order is automatically fulfilled, see condition (b) of Corollary 1.17. 
Remark 4.3. The only that we can assure is that (4, ~, + D~) E P~. Thus, the first 
polynomial which belongs to the minimal pair of  the lattice of w, (~, ~,) E p2, di- 
vides 4, ~ I~. Suppose a functional v that satisfies the equation of  polynomials 
= x(x a + 1), ~ = x(x - 2); ~ andS, - D~ are coprime, thepair is the minimal 
pair of  the lattice of v. On the other hand ~ and ~ have the common factor x, 
thus (x 2 + 1, x - 2) E ff~2, w = ~v and for these polynomials, ~ = x 2 + 1 and 
= x - 2, holds ~ X (~, - D~) and thepair (~ ,~)  is the minimumpair of the 
lattice of w. The question is i f  a quasi-definite functional can satisfy a distribu- 
tional equation with this behaviour. 
Definition 4.4. Let u E ff~* be a functional, not necessarily quasi-definite, satisfy- 
ing a distributional equation of  polynomials O~ and ~b, and let (~, ~) be the minimal 
pair of  P2, • the functional is said to be coprime if and only if  the coprimality con- 
dition holds, see Proposition 1.28 and Remark 1.29: ~ t (~. + nD~), n > 0. 
For a semi-classical functional a we consider the first polynomial of the mini- 
mal pair ofu to modify u : wl := ~Lt Just now, we consider the first polynomial 
of the minimal pair of wl, (~,, ~, ), to modify Wl : 4¢2 := ~, wl, and so on. We 
obtain the following chain of modified functionals 
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(18)  *o  = o,  , ,  = * :  = = = *k - , ,  
If the coprime condition holds for a quasi-definite functional, all first poly- 
nomials of the aforementioned minimal pairs are equal to ~, i.e., 
~, = ~*, = ~,2 . . . . .  ~,~_. In this case we can assure that the decomposition 
presented in (iii) is always possible and we can apply the Theorem 2.2. We 
summarize the results in the next Corollary. Notice that the order of the mini- 
mal pair ofu is the class of u, cl u, Definition 1.18. 
Corollary 4.5. Let u E P* be a coprime semi-classical functional with minimal 
pair ( ~, ~.), and let ( PTt = mops u and ( Q(k)) the sequence of k-order monic de- 
rivatives of (Pn). I f  (Q~ )) is QO with respect o a functional w E P*, then there 
exists a polynomial Ir such that w = Ir ~ kit Moreover, (Q(k)) presents the minimum 
order of QO for the functional vvk := ~ko and the order is k . cl it The QO with 
respect vvk is strict if o is regular," ira is no-singular, no >__ O, then the QO is strict for 
k > 1 + [ . - -~.  I • otherwise, is strict with at most k consecutive singularities (see 
ic~ u + i j '  
Theorem'2.2). 
If the coprimality condition does not hold, then we can factorize the poly- 
nomials ~; of the Theorem 3.8 as follows 
(19)  ~Pl = 7'['1(~,o, ~02 : 7['2~)w , ~03 = "/I'3~),2, . - . ,  ~Ok ----" ~k(P,k_, 
where ~o, ~,  ~,...,~**_, are the first polynomial of the minimal pairs of 
*0, Wl, ~v2,..., wk-1 (18). We can say that ~_, [.. .  ~ [~, [~o and always is pos- 
sible the factorization w = 7r~okU, ~ := ~,_,. In both cases, within and without 
the coprime condition, ~ I~ k, -in the second ease ~o divides strictly ~b k-. 
The factorization (19) allows to determine the minimum order of QO. We 
follow Theorems 2.2 and 3.8 in order to obtain the minimum order of QO. The 
best choice for the polynomials ~oi of (19) is ~oi = ~,, 1 > i > n. The order of QO 
of (Q(n k)) related to 
(20) *k = ~_ ...~,oU 
is cl w0 + cl 4vl + ... + cl wn- 1, where w; are the polynomials in (18). For a n0- 
singular semi-classical functional, Theorem 2.2 says that increasing the deriv- 
ative order k, in each step the singularity in the equation generates a new sin- 
gularity in the QO of the corresponding derivatives, but also a displacement to 
the left of the set of singularities, see Figure 1. For the functional (20) the neg- 
ative displacement in the first step is cl w0 + 2, in the second cl Wl + 2, and so 
on. Last, all singularities disappear, at least in 2 + [ ~1 .+1/ steps (coprime 
functional),and at most in 2 + no. 
Corollary 4.6. Let u E P* be a semi-classical functional with minimal pair (~, ~), 
and let (Pn) = mops u and (Q(k)) the sequence of k-order sonic derivatives of 
(Pn). I f  (Q(k)) is QO with respect o a functional w E P*, then there exist poly- 
nomials Ir and ~o, ~o [~ such that w = 7r~ku and (Q(k)) presents the minimum order 
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of QO related to the functional ¢¢k := ~ku," k. cl u is an upper bound of the order of 
QO with respect VCk. This QO is strict i f  u is regular; i f  u is no-singular, then the QO 
is strict for all k >_ ld, where 2 + no [d u+ 1J < Id < 2 + no," otherwise, isstrict with at 
most k consecutive singularities. 
An open question is if the coprime condition holds for semi-classical func- 
tionals. In the literature we have not found a case, but our conjecture is that the 
coprime condition does not hold. 
Conjecture 4.7. There exist semi-classical functionals u with minimal pair (~,~.) 
such that the coprime condition does not hold, i.e., 3 no > O, ~ ~( ( ~, + noD~ ). 
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